Playing with println!

1 - The following java program is trying to print the character A in the terminal using a digit. For example if the digit is 2 it will print the following (the space between the digits in the last line is 13 spaces):

```
      2
      2 2
     222222
      2
      2
```

Complete the code using 5 more System.out.println statements.

```java
//This Program Prints a big character “A” using a digit
public class PrintBigCharacter {

    public static void main(String[] args) {

        //input: a digit (definition and initialization)
        int digit = 2;

        //output: printing the big character A in the terminal

        //7 spaces, 1 digit, 7 spaces
        System.out.println(“ ”+digit+" ”);

        //6 spaces, 1 digit, 1 space, 1 digit, 6 spaces
        System.out.println(“ ”+digit+" "+digit+" ”);

        //5 spaces, 1 digit, 3 spaces, 1 digit, 5 spaces

    }
}
```
2 - Try to rewrite the same program using an Scanner object to get the input from the user. Which lines should be changed?